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The exponent stabilized Koopmans’ theorem is used to calculate the energies of theπ* anion states of 1,4,5,8-
tetrahydronaphthalene. The results indicate that the ordering ofπ* anion states is 22B3g < 2 2Au < 3 2B3g.
This order of anion states is the same as that which would prevail were only through-space (TS) interactions
present. The through-bond (TB) interactions destabilize all theπ* orbitals; however, they do not change the
order.

1. Introduction

The determination of energies of temporary anion states is
very important in the study of many chemical properties such
as chemical reactivity, electronegativity, nonlinear optical
activity, and long-range through-bond (TB) and through-space
(TS) interactions.1 For cases in which the emphasis is on
relative energies, a Koopmans’ theorem (KT)2 approach would
often suffice except for the problem that when adopting a basis
set with diffuse functions, the temporary anion states are prone
to collapse onto continuum solutions, called orthogonalized
discrete continuum (ODC)3-6 solutions.

The stabilized Koopmans’ theorem (SKT) method6 (i.e., the
stabilization method proposed by Taylor and co-workers7

coupled with KT), has been much more successful than KT
alone at predicting relative energies of temporary anion
states,3-5,6a,6bthat is, relative attachment energies (AEs). Actu-
ally, two variants of the stabilization method have been applied
in conjunction with KT. One method is the so-called exponent
stabilization method and the other is the sphere stabilization
method.6c,6d Both approaches are able to yield accurate
resonance energies for the model potential problems with
relatively small basis sets. The eigenvalues are determined as
a function of scale parameters that are the exponents of the
appropriate diffuse functions in the exponent-stabilized Koop-
mans’ theorem (ESKT) method, and the sphere parameters in
the sphere-stabilized Koopmans’ theorem (SSKT) method,
respectively.

Detailed studies of the ESKT method on theπ* anion states
of 1,4-cyclohexadiene (CHD) and a series of substituted
benzenes by Cheng et al.6a,6bindicate that provided sufficiently
flexible basis sets are used, the method gives relative energies
between the stabilizedπ* orbitals in good agreement with
experimental results. In the present study, the ESKT method
is used to calculate theπ* orbital energies of 1,4,5,8-tetrahy-
dronaphthalene (isotetralin), which contains one more carbon-
carbon double bond and two more CH2 bridge units than CHD.
The results obtained from both ESKT and KT approaches are
then compared. To study theπ* TB and TS interactions in
isotetralin, the energies of theπ* levels of ethylene and the
model ethylene “trimer”8 are computed via the ESKT method.

2. Methodology and Computational Details

In the present study, the ESKT is employed to distinguish
the π* orbitals from the ODC solutions. Three different
Gaussian-type basis sets are employed for the ESKT calcula-
tions. The 6-31G+Rp1 basis set is formed by augmenting the
6-31G basis set with the inner diffusep1 function multiplied
by a scale factorR (denoted byRp1) on the C atoms. For the
C atoms, thep1 functions denoted by the “+” (i.e., sp) in the
6-31+G* basis set9 have exponents of 0.0438. The 6-31+G+Rp2
and 6-31+G*+Rp2 basis sets10 are formed by augmenting the
6-31+G, 6-31+G* basis sets with the outer diffusep2 functions
multiplied by R (i.e., Rp2) on the C atoms. Thep2 functions
have the exponents of 0.0146 for the C atoms.
The stabilization graphs are obtained by plotting the calculated

energies as a function of the scale factor,R. As R decreases,
the ODC solutions may approach theπ* orbital solutions in
energy and lead to avoided crossings between two types of
solutions. In such cases, the energy of the stabilizedπ* orbital
is taken as the mean value of the two eigenvalues involved in
the avoided crossing at their point of closest approach,Rac.5,6a,6b

All calculations were performed using the Gaussian-94
program.11 The isotetralin geometry used for the calculations
is assumed to be planar to exploitD2h symmetry. The
calculation was carried out at the MP2/6-31G* optimized
geometry as the same procedure employed in our previous CHD
calculations.6a The isotetralin geometry used for the calculations
is shown in Figure 1. The C-C distances and the C-H bond
lengths of the ethylene trimer are the same as in isotetralin.
The CCH angles are set to be 140° to keep the internal hydrogen
atoms of two ethylene molecules from being too close.12

Figure 1. The geometry of isotetralin utilized for the calculations.
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3. Results and Discussion

a. Isotetralin π* Virtual States. The eigenvalues of the
discrete continuum (DC)3 solutions are obtained by solving the
SchrÖdinger equation for a free electron in the absence of
potentials. Figures 2a and 2b give the eigenvalues of the DC
solutions as a function ofR for the au andb3g virtual orbitals
obtained with the 6-31+G+Rp2 basis set, respectively. (The
symmetry in the labeling of the orbitals is based on a molecular
orientation with the central carbon-carbon double bond lying
along they axis and all the carbon atoms lying in thex-y plane.)
With this basis set there are threeau and fourb3g DC solutions
lying below 6.0 eV for 1< R < 4.0.
The stabilization graph of the solutionsau virtual orbitals and

the free electron that were obtained with the 6-31+G+Rp2 basis
set is shown in Figure 3a. The eigenvalues of the ODC solutions
correlated well with the corresponding DC solutions when the
energies are well below the stabilizedπ* orbital level. The
lowest unfilledau orbital obtained from the ESKT calculations
corresponds to the first DC solution forR < 4.0. The energy
of the au π* SKT orbital is estimated from the avoided crossing
with the ODC solution. The energy is 4.73 eV atRac ) 2.60.
The stabilization graph of theb3g π* virtual orbitals and free

electron problem calculated with the 6-31+G+Rp2 basis set is

shown in Figure 3b. The lowest unfilledb3g orbital obtained
from the ESKT calculations matches that of the first DC forR
< 4.0. The second unfilledb3g orbital matches the second DC
for R < 1.7 and lies below that of the second DC for largerR
value. According to Figure 3b, there are two avoided crossing
regions below 6.0 eV. These avoided crossing regions are due
to twob3g π* orbital solutions together with one ODC solution
because there is only one DC solution (third DC solution) around
the avoided crossing regions. The energy of the firstb3g π*
orbital (denoted as 2b3g) obtained from the first avoided crossing
is 4.45 eV atRac ) 2.30. The energy of the secondb3g π*
orbital (denoted as 3b3g) obtained from the second avoided
crossing is 5.04 eV atRac ) 2.86.
The results of the various ESKT and KT calculations of the

AEs for isotetralin are summarized in Table 1. To compare
with experimental results, “corrected” AEs are also included in
this table. The corrected values are obtained by subtracting a
constantb from the original AE values to bring the calculated
AE for the lowestπ* anion state into agreement with experiment
[i.e., AEcor ) AEESKT - b (eV)]. In ESKT/6-31+G+Rp2
calculations, the constantb equals 2.85.

Figure 2. The eigenvalues of (a)au virtual orbitals and (b)b3g virtual
orbitals as a function of the scaling factorR for a free electron in the
absence of potentials obtained with the 6-31+G+Rp2 basis set.

Figure 3. Stabilization graphs of eigenvalues of (a)au virtual orbitals,
(b) b3g virtual orbitals as a function of the scaling factorR for isotetralin
and free electron obtained with the 6-31+G+Rp2 basis set. The
eigenvalues for the molecular and the free electron problem are
represented by the solid and dashed curves, respectively.
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First, we compare the calculation results of ESKT/6-
31+G+Rp2 with KT/6-31+G. The corrected energies of the
threeπ* anion states obtained from the ESKT/6-31+G+Rp2
calculations are 1.60 (2b3g), 2.19 (3b3g), and 1.88 eV (2au),
respectively. According to the electron transmission spectros-
copy (ETS)13 spectrum results, isotetralin has its pronounced
features at 1.60 and 2.25 eV and a very weak feature near 1.80
eV.14 Thus, the ESKT/6-31+G+Rp2 calculation can account
quantitatively for the relative AEs when compared with the
experimental results. The inclusion of a diffused function on
the carbon basis set proves to be relatively unimportant, leading
to changes in the energies of theπ* orbitals of <0.03 eV.
As may be seen from Table 1, the ESKT method gives the

ordering of 2b3g < 2au < 3b3g whereas the KT method gives
the ordering of 2b3g < 3b3g < 2au. The results of the KT
method without stabilization, however, cannot be trusted.
It is important to establish that the ESKT method is able to

correctly predict the ordering of two close-lying unfilled orbitals.
Studies of a wide range of molecules have shown that the ESKT
method usually predicts splittings correct to 0.1 eV. For CHD,
which is closely related to isotetralin, the error in the ESKT
splitting is only 0.04 eV.
If our assignment 2b3g < 2au is correct, then our calculated

value for the 2b3g/2au splitting is only 0.08 eV, which is
consistent with the magnitude of the error in the splittings
between theπ* orbitals of other related systems. If the orbitals
were actually ordered 2au < 2b3g, the calculated splitting would
be in error by 0.48 eV. This value is far from the aforemen-
tioned range. Therefore, we can be confident in the 2b3g <
2au π* assignment.
One possible source of error for relative energies of unfilled

orbitals as determined from ESKT calculations is due to
extraction of energies from the stabilization graph by the
midpoint method. In determining the performance of the
midpoint method, we have compared the results obtained from
the midpoint method with the exact results of refs 6e and 16.
This comparison indicates that the errors due to the extraction
procedure should be<0.06 eV.17 Another possible source of
error is from the unequal neglect of relaxation and correlation
corrections of the unfilled orbitals.
b. Studies of TB and TS Interactions. To study the TB

and TS interactions in theπ* orbitals, we performed the ESKT/
6-31+G+Rp2 calculations on ethylene “trimer” and the middle
ethylene of the trimer under two different CCH angles.8 First,
let us consider the results obtained from the calculations using
the CCH angle of 140°. The stabilization graph of the energies
as a function of scaling factorR for the lowestau virtual orbital
of the trimer (denoted as 1au) is shown in Figure 4a. The

energies of theau π* orbital obtained from the avoided crossing
is 2.96 eV. The stabilization graph of theb3g π* virtual orbitals
of the trimer is shown in Figure 4b. The energies of the first
and secondb3g π* orbitals (denoted as 1b3g and 2b3g, respec-
tively) obtained from the first and second avoided crossing are
2.53 and 4.67 eV, respectively. Table 2 gives the results of
AEs for the2Au and2B2g states of the middle ethylene, and the
“trimer” at two different CCH angles.
Then, by applying the fragment orbital method,15 the π*

orbitals of the trimer can be constructed from those of the outer
two ethylenes (i.e., the ethylene dimer), and that of the middle
ethylene. The extent of interaction of b3g π* orbitals of the
dimer and that of the middle ethylene can be taken as∆E1 -
∆E2. Here,∆E1 is the splitting between twob3g π* orbitals of
the trimer and∆E2 is the splitting betweenb3g π* orbitals of
the dimer and that of the middle ethylene as shown in Figure
5. Likewise, the extent of interaction ofπ* orbitals of two outer
ethylene monomers can be taken to be∆E3, that is, the splitting

TABLE 1: Calculated and Correcteda AEs (eV) of
Isotetralin Obtained from KT and ESKT Calculations

basis set 22B3g 2 2Au 3 2B3g

ESKT method
6-31G+Rp1 4.14 (1.60) 4.67 (2.13) 5.28 (2.74)
6-31+G+Rp2 4.45 (1.60) 4.73 (1.88) 5.04 (2.19)
6-31+G*+Rp2 4.42 (1.60) 4.73 (1.91) 5.04 (2.22)

KT method
6-31G 4.96 (1.60) 5.41 (2.05) 5.06 (1.70)
6-31+G 3.05 (1.60) 4.00 (2.55) 3.80 (2.35)
6-31+G* 3.06 (1.60) 3.98 (2.52) 3.82 (2.36)

experimentb 1.60 1.80 2.25

a The corrected values (shown in parentheses) were obtained by
subtracting the amount needed to bring the calculated AEs into
agreement with experimental values for the lowestπ* anion states.
bReference 14.

Figure 4. Stabilization graphs of eigenvalues of (a)au virtual orbitals,
(b) b3g virtual orbitals as a function of the scaling factorR for the trimer
obtained with the 6-31+G+Rp2 basis set. The locations ofRac are
marked with x.

TABLE 2: Vertical Electron Attachment Energies (eV) of
Ethylene and the Ethylene “Trimer” Obtained from the
ESKT/6-31+G+rp2 Calculations

<CCH 120° 140°
ethylene

2B3g 2.93 2.72
ethylene trimer
1 2B3g 2.46 2.53
1 2Au 3.05 2.96
2 2B3g 4.70 4.67
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between twoπ* orbitals of the dimer. Therefore, the overall
magnitude of the TS interactions can be estimated by the amount
(∆E1 - ∆E2) + ∆E3. This amount is also equal to∆E1 +
∆E4, where∆E4 is the splitting betweenau π* orbital of the
trimer andπ* orbital of the middle ethylene.
The magnitude of the TS interaction is calculated to be 2.38

eV for the CCH angles of 140°. The TS interaction is changed
by only 0.02 eV when the CCH angle is changed from 120° to
140°. Therefore, problems caused by the internal hydrogens
should be minor. Because isotetralin has one moreπ* orbital
than CHD, our ESKT/6-31+G+Rp2 calculations indicate that
the magnitude of TS interactions for theπ* orbitals of isotetralin
is ∼0.50 eV larger than that of CHD.6a

The magnitudes of the TB interactions8 are estimated by the
differences in energies ofπ* orbitals of the trimer and the

correspondingπ* orbitals of isotetralin. The correlation diagram
of the π* orbital energies for ethylene, ethylene trimer, and
isotetralin is given in Figure 6. Due to reasons of symmetry,
all threeπ* orbitals can mix with CH2 pseudo-π orbitals. The
ESKT/6-31+G+Rp2 calculations indicate that TB destabilization
of 2b3g, 2au, and 3b3g π* orbitals are 1.92, 1.77, and 0.37 eV,
respectively.
Our predicted ordering of theπ* orbitals, 2b3g < 2au < 3b3g,

in isotetralin is the same as that in the ethylene trimer. This
“normal” ordering ofπ* orbitals is not the same as the inverted
ordering in CHD, which hasau < b3g (i.e.,π-* < π+* ordering).
The main factor causing the difference in the ordering ofau
and b3g π* orbitals for these two systems is that the TB
interactions destabilize both the 2b3g and 2au π* orbitals by
about the same amounts in isotetralin. However, CH2 pseudo-π
orbitals do not mix withau π* orbitals and the TB interactions
only destabilizeb3g π* orbital in CHD. Our calculated results
also indicate that the total magnitude of TB interactions is about
twice of TS interactions for isotetralin.

4. Conclusions

The energies ofπ* anion states of isotetralin have been
calculated by the ESKT method. Our predicted ordering ofπ*
orbitals is 2b3g < 2au < 3b3g. This result is the same as that of
ethylene trimer with only TS interactions present. This normal
ordering is due to the fact that the TB interactions destabilize
all theπ* orbitals.
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